


He composed and produced several albums with 
renowned artists. He also composed music for a 
variety of projects, plays, contemporary dance, 
video games and above all for movies.

AtAt just 30 years old, he has already composed the 
o.s.t. of nearly thirty films, short and feature 
films, documentaries nominated and awarded in 
the most prestigious festivals in the world, 
including the magnificent documentary "When 
Arabs danced" by Jawad Rhalib.

ForFor this last film, he won the Magritte ( Belgian 
Oscar ) for best original music in 2019 and the 
same year the best original music prize at the 
Madrid International Film Festival for the film 
"Qui Vive".

AA hard worker with an insatiable appetite for 
new sounds, Simon takes each project head-on to 
give it extra soul and make the music unique.

Curious and eclectic, passionate about art in all 
its forms from an early age, Simon Fransquet 
started playing the guitar when he was twelve 
years old and pursued artistic studies to help 
him on his path. He tried his hand at painting, 
sculpture, comics ... But finally, he returned to 
music, and more particularly the guitar and 
composition.composition. After studying classical guitar at 
the Royal Conservatory of Liège as well as at 
the Jazz Studio in Antwerp, combined with the 
study of string-instrument making, he 
embarked on a professional career as a 
musician and composer.

A true multi-instrumentalist and 
multidisciplinary artist, he finds himself 
equally drawn to sound and picture, developing 
a real passion for music for images and cinema. 
His compositions are for him an opportunity to 
merge his artistic sense, his eclecticism as well 
as his multiple influences, woven through his 
travels and his training all over the world.travels and his training all over the world.

With each project, he tries to create a unique 
language, which can range from advanced use 
of electronics, to instruments unearthed 
through his travels, or those he created in his 
workshop.

His influences range from classical music to 
Jazz through experimental music, electronic, 
rock or metal, rap and urban music but also and
especially traditional music from around the 
world.

Film score composer / 
Guitarist/ Multi-instrumentalist / 
Instruments maker



Simon's studio is equipped specifically for film music. 
He has a wide range of traditional instruments that sit 
alongside his virtual instrument collection.

And in the workshop that flanks his studio he creates 
instruments with unique sounds.



General Score https://www.facebook.com/generalscore is a company specialized in
executive production and music supervision.

Since 2016, it has worked on many feature films and series, including :
The Hummingbird project (Kim Nguyen) / Skin Walker (Christian Neuman) / The
Other Lamb (Malgorzata Szumowska) / Ennemi Public 2 (Matthieu Frances) /
Banking District 2 (Fulvio Bernasconi) / Nos Patriotes (Gabriel Le Bomin) / The
ExtraordinaExtraordinary Journey of the Fakir (ken Scott) / Notre Dame (Valerie Donzelli) ...

Simon’s collaboration with General Score allows him to keep his focus on artistic
considerations with support and follow-up from pre-production to stem delivery. 








